FAACT’S “WE GOT IT RIGHT”
Nomination Form

Does your allergist provide a stellar inclusion experience? Do you leave the office feeling like everything about you matters? Does your doctor’s staff go above and beyond to consider how all the parts of your life impact your healthcare? Nominate them for FAACT’s ‘We Got it Right’ badge by completing the sections below.

Examples of some things to consider when writing your nomination:
• My physician has asked about cultural traditions that may influence my healthcare decisions.
• My physician has considered social economic concerns that impact patient care.
• My physician takes time to learn about inclusion through surveys/feedback forms.
• My physician is aware of healthcare disparities and works to address them.
• My physician is in tune with how certain health conditions impact some communities more than others.

Nomination Form
Your name: _____________________________________________________________________________________________
Your email: _____________________________________________________________________________________________
Are you nominating a physician or entire practice? _____________________________
Name of physician you would like to nominate. _____________________________________________
• Is the physician part of a practice? If so, which practice? _________________________________
Name of practice you would like to nominate (if nominating entire practice).
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Physician/Practice contact information:
Address: ______________________________________________________________
Email: __________________________ Phone: ___________________
Explain why you are nominating this physician for FAACT’s ‘We Got It Right’ badge:
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Thank you for your nomination!
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